The dopamine D1 receptor agonist SKF 38393 improves temporal order memory performance in maternally deprived rats.
Previously, we showed that maternal deprivation (MD) (3h/day, postnatal-day 1-14) impaired the performance at adulthood in the object temporal order memory task (TMT) that principally implicates the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Dopamine (DA) transmission in the PFC may play a critical role in the achievement of the TMT. Here, to investigate whether MD could results in dysfunction of the DA system in the mPFC, we assessed in this region the tissue contents and extracellular levels of DA and its metabolites, as the density of D1 receptor. Besides we examined whether an agonist of the DA receptor D1, the SKF38393, could have a beneficial effect on the performance of deprived (D) rats in the TMT. We observed that MD induced a significant reduction of the extracellular level of DOPAC in the mPFC and in the density of the D1 receptor in the anterior cingulate cortex, a sub-region of mPFC. On the other hand, we observed that an acute systemic injection of a D1 receptor agonist, SKF38393, was effective to correct the memory deficiency of D rats in the TMT, when administered before the retrieval phase. We showed that a stress suffered by rats during the perinatal period led to dysfunction of the adult DA system, possibly triggering greater vulnerability to cognitive and mood disorders. Interestingly, an acute administration of a D1 receptor agonist in adulthood was sufficient to improve the deficit in the temporal memory. A better understanding of this phenomenon would permit the development of treatments adapted to patients with a history of early traumatic experiences.